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Abstract

This report presents the Abstract Query Language (AQL). AQL is the
global query language of the Data Stream Application Manager (DSAM)
project. In analogy to Model Driven Architecture (MDA), AQL and the
catalog correspond to the Platform Independent Model (PIM).

The aims of DSAM are integration of heterogeneous and distributed
Stream Processing Systems (SPSs) as they can be found in realistic scenarios
and deployment of global queries. This may help Data Stream Systems
(DSSs) getting a broader acceptance.

In diesem Report wird die Abstract Query Language (AQL) vorgestellt.
Die AQL ist die globale Anfragesprache des Data Stream Application Manager
(DSAM). Diese Anfragesprache beschreibt zusammen mit dem Metadatenkat-
alog ein globales plattformunabhäniges Modell im Sinne der Model Driven
Architecture (MDA).

Ziel ist es, Datenstromsysteme praxistauglicher zu gestalten. Daten-
stromsysteme werden hier als Verbund von Datenstrom-verarbeitenden verteil-
ten Einheiten betrachtet. Dieses Szenario deckt sich mit der Wirklichkeit,
in der Datenquellen meist verteilt sind.



Chapter 1

Introduction

In the recent years many research groups have investigated stream process-
ing. Event-based systems, Stream Processing Systems (SPSs), Data Stream
Management Systems (DSMSs), and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are
the results of those investigations. Their common goal is to replace the
“store and then process” model by immediate processing. They abstract
from implementing queries by offering a query language.

Each data stream query is implemented by assembling a set of re-usable
software components. These software components are called operators from
a conceptual point of view. Individual user-defined operators can be added
in some special cases. Though different systems have nearly equivalent op-
erators, the query languages are highly heterogeneous. Query definitions
vary from assemblies with glue code to descriptive query languages similar
to SQL.

The term DSMS is mostly used for an SPS with a query language sim-
ilar to SQL [ABW06]. Other systems focus on complex event processing
[DGP07] with their own query languages. Sensor network nodes have lim-
ited capacities so their query language is less expressive than SQL [GM04].
We subsume all kinds of systems that process streams (DSMSs, WSNs, sys-
tems like Borealis etc.) under the term SPSs.

Up to now there are no data stream scenarios known to us that use those
SPSs in life systems. Especially complex queries may have many distributed
data sources. Some data sources may be configurable so that distributing
the query may offer great optimization opportunities. Bringing all those
systems together is hard manual work.

1.1 Quo vadis DSS? - Vision

In Fig. 1.1, we show an exemplary data flow with heterogeneous and dis-
tributed SPSs. Each SPS participates at the query processing. Scenarios
like this need software engineering techniques in order to improve the de-
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Figure 1.1: Scenario of heterogeneous stream components

ployment of distributed queries. As the SPSs are heterogeneous, a query
definition is necessary that can be translated into the query languages of
the according SPSs.We call a global manager and the participating SPSs a
Data Stream System (DSS).

This heterogeneity leads to different data quality problems. First, SPSs
have different processing semantics that may lead to different behavior de-
pending on the partitioning of a query. Second, due to the different perfor-
mance behavior of the SPSs Quality of Service (QoS) also depends on the
partitioning of a query.

In the Data Stream Application Manager (DSAM) project, we define a
global query language and focus on partitioning a global query and deploying
the partitions to the underlying SPSs. As the query language is abstract
from all SPSs, we call it Abstract Query Language (AQL).

In future a language extension for quality requirements will be the next
step.

1.2 Contribution

Interdisciplinary experts on surveillance and data evaluation cannot deal
with distributed SPSs. We close the gap between those experts and the
deployment of distributed data stream queries. We improve productivity of
data stream experts. The quality of the partitioning doesn’t depend on the
proposed concept, but only on the transformation steps.

In this report, we present DSAM-AQL. The AQL is the global query
language that is independent from SPSs.
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Chapter 2

Query Models

In this chapter, we present different approaches of stream processing. We
describe the differences between stream models, query models, and query se-
mantics of different SPSs. Furthermore, we derive assumptions for common
data stream processing.

2.1 Stream Models

Many publications about data stream models refer to “Models and Issues
in Data Stream Systems” [BBD+02]. Streams are “append-only relations
with transient tuples”. Transient means that tuples are either discarded
after processing or explicitly stored. This model bases upon the relational
model. I prefer “item” instead of “tuple” in order to be more general. Every
data stream is itemized. Each item has elements that can contain values.
In relational data streams the elements are attributes. Stream items arrive
online from external data sources. The SPS cannot influence the arriving
items. The items must have a well-defined schema. Otherwise they cannot
be processed. The SPS cannot guarantee any constraints on the arriving
data stream items.

First there is no primary key. Many relational data stream systems use
the combination of timestamp and attributes in order to identify a data
stream item uniquely.

Second there are no constraints on data streams. A data stream item can
have incorrect or invalid values. Sensor networks in particular can produce
erroneous and inconsistent values.

Third data stream items can arrive in wrong order. The relevance of right
order strongly depends on the scenario. Items can even arrive at the same
time, as time is discrete. Items may have intrinsic time information, i.e. the
item itself contains its time information. I commonly use time information
here, as time semantic is discussed beneath. The intrinsic time information
may be as wrong as every other element of the item. SPSs may add extrinsic
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time information to the item. If arrival order matters, SPSs can use different
techniques like sorting with slack parameters [ACC+03], heartbeats [Ara06],
punctuations [LMT+05], or k-constraints [BSW04]. These techniques are
SPS-specific.

2.1.1 Comparison of Stream Models

STREAM [Ara06] has a relational stream model. Each stream S is a
bag (i.e. multiset) of items < s, τ >. τ ∈ T is an ordered set of discrete
timestamps. The timestamp is not part of the stream’s schema. There can
be more than one item having the same timestamp. As stream consists of a
multiset of items, uniqueness is not guaranteed. STREAM defines a relation
as multiset, too.

PIPES [Krä07] distinguishes between raw streams, logical streams, and
physical streams. A raw stream item (e, t) is an event that comes from an
external data source and occurred at time t. In STREAM, the timestamp t
is not part of the tuple. System timestamps can be added to an event, if no
timestamp comes from the data source. The synchronization problems are
left to the user.

Logical stream items (e, t, n) have multiplicity n of elements e at a definite
point in time t. The logical stream definition is used for defining the logical
algebra.

Physical streams are an outstanding concept of PIPES. Physical stream
items (e, [tS , tE)) have two discrete timestamps. tS is the first point in time
that the event e is valid at. tE is the first point in time that the event e
is not valid at anymore. Physical streams are important for invalidation of
tuples in sliding windows.

From our point of view, raw stream definition is relevant to us, as it is
the stream definition at the entry point of PIPES.

Aurora [ACC+03] has a stream model (TS,A1, . . . , An) that is similar to
the stream models of STREAM and PIPES. The timestamp is hidden from
queries. In Borealis [AAB+05] the tuple of a data stream has the following
schema:

Key Attribute
Tuple-ID Tuple Type tg tl A1 A2 . . . An−1 An

Queries can only use the attributes A1, . . . , An.

Cayuga [DGP07] has a stream model that founds on . . . [DGH+06]. Events
< a; t0, t1 > have a starting point in time t0, and an endpoint in time t1.
a is just an abbreviation for a relational tuple. Instantaneous events have
identical timestamps t0 and t1. The temporal order is defined by t1, i.e.
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event e1 is processed before e2, if e1.t1 ≤ e2.t1. Cayuga’s data stream model
has an implicit field duration (dur) that can be used as filter criterion in
queries.

2.1.2 Common Stream Model

From our global point of view, a data stream consists of items. That means
a data stream consists of a potentially unbound sequence of items. A data
stream operator collects items and manipulates them. The elements of an
item hold the relevant data. Most SPSs can’t access time information that
is generated by the SPSs in queries. If time information is relevant, a SPS
has to add e.g. a timestamp as a regular attribute. Cayuga’s implicit field
duration can be realized by two elements representing the starting point and
endpoint in time and their difference by common SPSs. In a distributed DSS,
timestamps have to be modeled as attributes in some cases (e.g. if “source
windows” are SPS across).

2.2 Query models

2.2.1 Graph-based query models

[CCC+02] describes the idea of box and arrow query graphs. Box and arrow
are used by process flow and work-flow systems. The query graph represents
the data-flow. It is directed and loop-free in the case of Aurora. Borealis and
Streambase1 founds on Aurora. System S [GAW+08] proposes a descriptive
graph-based query language.

Basically, graph-based query models need directed graphs that don’t
have to be loop-free. Borealis can handle loops in queries. There are sce-
narios that need loops in queries [Her08].

Each node is individually configurable in a query graph and represents
an operator. An operator may change the data stream’s schema, of course.
The operators’ configuration determines the inner schemes. Inner schemes
are either derived automatically or have to be declared by the user.

Some operators have windows that describe sets of consecutive tuples.
The operator’s configuration determines the window definition. We call
these windows “operator windows”.

The set of supported operators is conceptually unbounded. SPSs support
relational operators and a set of special stream operators. Defining a core
set of relevant stream operators is still an open problem.

1www.streambase.com
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2.2.2 SQL-based query models

Some DSMSs like STREAM, Nile [GHM+04], TelegraphCQ [CCD+03], PIPES,
etc. use SQL-based queries. They have descriptive query languages that are
similar to SQL. The DSMS translates the query into a query-graph. The
total query is in focus of interest and there is no explicit definition of op-
erators. As the relational approach is recycled, the query language maps
streams to temporary relations. The user adds window definitions to the
streaming data source in order to define a set of consecutive tuples. As a
query doesn’t have any further window definitions, we call these windows
“source windows”. “Negative tuples” realize source windows in Nile and
STREAM. PIPES uses its physical schema.

The set of supported operators is bounded due to the query language
definition. Most query languages only support a set of standard relational
operators. User-Defined Aggregates (UDAs) can extend aggregate functions.
The weakness of SQL-based query languages might be the set-oriented data
model. The temporal sequence of data streams items matters both in stream
processing and in query definition. Especially sensor data processing and
sensor data fusion will need a set of special stream operators that should be
part of the set of core operators. The main advantage of SQL-based query
languages is the comprehension of all experts in SQL in databases.

2.2.3 Common Query Model

All relevant query models compose queries with reusable units (operators).
The wiring of those units is either given explicitly in query graphs or the
query describes a wiring implicitly with the query language definition. Those
units are operators in most query models. As the SPS may change the order
of the operators, it is just the initial wiring. Each instance of an operator
has a configuration (e.g. predicates), one or more direct predecessors, and
one or more direct successors given by the (initial) wiring. An exception is
TelegraphCQ that holds a list of all obligatory predecessors of an operator
in the eddy concept [CCD+03].

Each query has a list of data sources and a list of data sinks. Data sink
may be the console in some systems. Stream queries have either sources
with intrinsic streaming properties or an adapter that polls from the data
source. The result of a data stream query is a data stream. As a result,
SPSs can be chained. This is the major precondition of the DSAM project.

2.3 Query Semantics

The semantics of operators has to be precise. There is list of common
relevant operators.
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2.3.1 Operator Semantics

Most SPSs support stateless relational operators like selection, projection,
and renaming with no relevant semantic differences. Stateful relational op-
erators differ in the window description as there are “operator windows”
and “source windows”. Queries having “operator windows” can be easily
mapped to SQL-queries having “source windows” using subqueries. Map-
ping “source windows” is trickier as the global definitions of “source win-
dows” cannot be mapped to local “operator window” definitions. We present
a workaround in Sec. 3.3.2. Window definitions are used for sort, join, and
aggregate. The window definition describes the operator’s evaluation pre-
cisely. If extra-regular evaluation is needed, most SPSs could use a slide
parameter. Slide parameters bring the aspect of continuousness into queries
as they define the cycle of evaluation.

Some SPSs use advanced operator semantics for standard operators. Au-
rora can add a sorting to some operators that need tuples in the right order.

Special stream operators are mostly used in SPSs with graph-based
queries. Those special operators are enormously important in realistic data
stream scenarios with sensor data fusion. As mentioned above, there is no
core set of stream operators available yet. Some SPSs support User-Defined
Operators (UDOs). These are operators that have to be programmed by
the user. Both special operators of SPSs and UDOs have semantics that are
not relevant in our focus.

2.3.2 Time Semantics

The biggest semantic differences between SPSs are time semantics. Most
data stream schemata have one timestamp. Timestamps define the order of
stream items. In [WRGD07], the ordering problems that arise from having
more than one timestamp are discussed.

A more problematical difference is semantics that rely on implementation
details. SPSs have their origin in common event-based systems. DSMSs have
their origin in active databases that support the Event-Condition-Action
paradigm (ECA paradigm). The systems have quite uniform descriptions
of conditions. Supported actions may differ but its semantic is quite clear,
too. Big differences are in the meaning of event. Intuitively, an event occurs
if an item arrives. Due to performance reasons, not every arrival of a tuple
can cause action. And due to query descriptions, the objective is not the
arrival but a sequence of arrivals or a space of time. If an item arrives at
an operator there are different points in time possible that are relevant for
creating results.

• Input triggered: the operator is triggered by the arrival of an item

• Local clock triggered: the operator is triggered by a clock
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• Pull-based: the operator is activated by its successor

“Input triggered” can be quite imprecise, if e.g. a window definition has
expiring items. That’s why systems like PIPES assume incessantly sending
data stream sources for a precise semantic. “Local clock triggered” means
an operator sleeps if no item arrives, but it can wake up by itself. “Pull
based” is very precise but looses the advantages of SPSs as they act like
Database Management Systems (DBMSs) and may have big latencies. A
solution for improving the quality of “input triggered” is “negative tuples”.
A special operator at the entry of the SPS sends “negative tuples” if the
according tuple expires [GHM+04].

Another time semantic problem is much worse. The order of arriving
items can influence the composition of a window. So, the global DSS may act
indeterminately due to network behavior. Some systems support external
data sources’ timestamps others add timestamps to the item during the
arrival event. Punctuations inform the SPS that no further item will arrive.

2.3.3 Common Query Semantics

Common query semantics can rely on the available SPSs. The combina-
tion of one timestamp and further elements are common. Unary operators
without state are quite the same in all explored systems.

DSAM can just be as precise as the underlying systems are. Different
time semantics caused by expiring techniques and implementation has to be
considered by the user up to now.

The relevance of the preciseness of time semantics strongly depends on
the concrete scenario. It would be a challenging data quality problem to de-
fine quality metrics for preciseness, accuracy of items’ order etc., and further,
the derivation of those metrics from a query’s distribution on heterogeneous
SPSs. Beyond a global query language, this would be one more missing link
between theoretical SPS prototypes and their practical implementation in
security-relevant surveillance and controlling.
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Chapter 3

Abstract Query Language

The AQL is the global query languages for distributed queries that DSAM
processes, partitions, and deploys to a net of heterogeneous SPSs. This ap-
proach is similar to the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) that we describe
first. The AQL is a Domain Specific Language (DSL) and describes the
global model. We describe structure and semantics of our DSL in order to
clarify both the power and the restrictions of this language.

3.1 Model Approach - Analogies to MDA

Up to now, many data stream projects focus on their own prototypes and im-
plement distributed data stream scenarios manually. This procedure needs
many resources as every step has to be done hand-made. Our approach is
geared to the MDA. In the MDA approach, machine readable models are
stored in repositories. Our Platform Independent Model (PIM) is the ab-
stract query graph. This abstract query graph represents the global query.
Our query language DSAM-AQL describes the abstract query graph. So,
we store AQL-Queries in repositories.

DSAM creates partial queries and deploys them to the according nodes.
The partial queries are node-dependent, i.e. SPS and topology matters.
Partial queries represent our Platform Specific Model (PSM) and can be
deployed on a concrete SPS.

Source level is represented by queries or assemblies/configurations that
are deployed. Those deployable queries can be CQL for STREAM, XML
for Borealis etc. Assemblies and generated glue code are used for WSNs
[DKD+09]. DSAM neither generates operators nor UDOs. Each operator’s
implementation has to be available for at least one node that belongs to the
query.

PSM to Code is described in [Kie08] and [DKD+09]. PIM to PSM will be
described elaborately in [Kie09] and is described sketchily in [DKD+09] and
[DFKMW09]. “The most complex step in the MDA development process is
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Figure 3.2: MDA interoperability using bridges [KWB03]

the one in which a PIM is transformed into one or more PSMs.” [KWB03]
[KWB03] identifies four problems in software engineering that are solved

by MDA: The “Productivity Problem”, the “Portability Problem”, the “In-
teroperability Problem”, and the “Maintenance Problem”.

DSAM solves the productivity problem. Documentation of query
partitions is not necessary. This approach needs a centralized description of
all participating components and systems. Much work for defining PIM and
PSM. Most related projects realize challenging SPSs with individual query
languages. This is the Code layer regarding to MDA from our point of view.
The definition of exact transformations is difficult, but when it is done the
payback is large.

DSAM solves the portability problem DSAM has to map partial
queries to concrete systems. If new SPSs should be supported, there are no
changes necessary to the global query.
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DSAM solves the interoperability problem The global query ab-
stracts from distribution and underlying heterogeneous SPSs. In MDA, a
PIM can be mapped to a number of PSMs. These PSMs may have rela-
tionships. These relationships are called bridges (Fig. 3.2). In our scenario,
the SPSs communicate with each other. All information that is necessary
to bridge between two communicating SPSs is available. Martin Fischer
is developing a component of DSAM that generates those bridges at the
moment [Fis09].

DSAM defers maintenance In Fig. 3.3, the loop-backs in different
scenarios are future work at the moment.

DSAM-AQL is the well-defined language for the PIM of global queries in
distributed and heterogeneous data stream scenarios.

3.2 Abstract Query Language

AQL describes the data flow from data sources to data sinks. It can be seen
as textual representation of a directed query graph. There is list of data
sources, a list of operators, and a list of data sinks. Realization of huge and
complex queries requires the use of subqueries.

There are three classes of abstract operators: monadic operators, com-
bine operators, and separate operators. The membership of an abstract
operator to one of these classes is determined by its number of input and
output streams. Monadic operators have one input and one output stream,
e.g. filter, map, or aggregate operator. Operators of the combine operator
class are determined by one output stream and a minimum of two input
streams, e.g. union or join operator. A member of the separate operator
class has one input stream and multiple output streams, e.g. split operator.
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The following listings show an excerpt of AQL’s syntax and how the
three operator classes are placed in a query:

query := <source_list> ":" <fragment> ":" <sink_list>

subquery := "(" <source_list> ":" <fragment> ":" (<sink_list>)? ")"

fragment := (("$"<digit>"."<monadic_operator>",")* <combine_operator>)? ","

(<monadic_operator>",")*

(<separate_operator> (",#"<digit>"."<monadic_operator>)*)?

source_list := <source> ("," <source>)*

source := identifier | <subquery>

sink_list := <sink> ("," <sink>)*

sink := identifier

Queries can use nested subqueries as source streams. Each subquery
can unite different streams and separate the streams once (Fig. 3.4). This
pattern of subqueries allows arbitrarily complex directed graphs. The fol-
lowing excerpt of an AQL-query shows two streams S1 and S2 that are
combined and split into two streams. There is a subquery that adds time
information to stream S2. The subquery only consists of the combine oper-
ator Merge. The top-level query has three monadic operators, the combine
operator Union and the separate operator Split. The decorator $2 assigns
the Filter to the second input stream, i.e. the resulting streams of the
subquery, decorator #2 manipulates the items of the second output stream
S4.

S1,(S2,TIME:MERGE():):

$2.Filter(expression="S2.a<3"),

Union(),Filter(...),

Split(expression.#1="g>5", expression.#2=...),

#2.Map(...)

:S3 ,S4

Sources and sinks have distinct addresses that are saved in the metadata
catalog.

3.3 Semantics

3.3.1 Operators

Basically, an operator (M/N) is a conceptual module that receives up to M
input streams, manipulates them, and generates up to N output streams.
At the moment we support some basic abstract operators like filter (selec-
tion), map (functions on attributes), join, union, merge (synchronization
of streams with concatenation of fields), and split (conditional creation of
multiple streams).
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Combine Operator

Combine Operators have two or more input streams and generate one output
stream.

Join (2/1) is a well-known stateful stream operator. There are three
different possibilities of usage:

• JOIN(expression=<predicate>,window=<window_definition_stream>)

• JOIN(expression=<predicate>,window1=<window_definition_stream1>,

window2=<window_definition_stream2>)

• JOIN(expression=<predicate>,window=propagated_window)

“Operator windows” define the relevant stream sequence. Either one
window definition defines both stream sequences or each stream has an own
window definition. If the query uses “source windows”, the local window
definition would have to be propagated.

The main advantage of this join usage is that it covers many different
join definitions.

Due to the heterogeneous time semantics of different SPSs, a join oper-
ator can have different behavior. The join operator can block depending on
the window definition or it can evaluate each time an item of one of the two
input stream arrives. We expect a correct evaluation of the slide parame-
ter. If there is no slide parameter, we prefer an immediate evaluation as the
result would be propagated as soon as possible to the sinks.

We don’t regard special join operators like static join, outer join etc.
The DSAM approach is just a proof of concept.

Union (N/1) is a stateless stream operator. Contrary to the relational
union, it doesn’t eliminate duplicates. We expect all input streams having
a compatible schemas.

Merge (N/1) combines stream items from different streams to one item.
It is a stateful operator and blocks until each input stream has delivered one
item. Just the newest item of each input stream is relevant.

The merge operator cannot be described by the known SQL-based query
languages well. It is similar to a join operator but invalidates each input
item as soon as it participates to an output item.

Merge operators are useful for sensor data fusion. It can be used for
multiplexing. Special merge operators may be useful in different scenarios.

Separate Operator

Separate Operators have one input stream and generate two or more output
streams. At the moment we just have the split operator.
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Split (1/N) copies the result to different output streams. The output
streams may have different predicates: Split(expression.#1 = pred4)

The split operator is realized implicitly by many SPSs that can define
streams by queries that can be used by a set of other queries. Systems like
Borealis can have more than one arrows leaving one box.

The split operator can invert the union operator if the source information
is known. It can invert the merge operator just considering the relevant
elements. It can be used for inverse multiplexing.

Monadic Operator

Monadic Operators have one input stream and generate one output stream.

Filter (1/1) rejects items that don’t fulfill the predicate. It corresponds to
the relational selection. Contrary to Borealis, it is monadic. An interesting
extension to the relational selection would be stateful predicates that can
refer to past items, at least to the direct predecessor. The relation algebra
could solve this by doing a self join. A stateful filter would be the more
efficient way with easier mapping to concrete SPSs.

Map (1/1) manipulates items, i.e. it adds, deletes elements, or changes
their order. It corresponds to the relational projection as it is used in SQL
including functions. Though map is stateless some functions like enumerat-
ing items need states.

Aggregate (1/1) collects a sequence of items and creates one item con-
taining aggregated elements. It corresponds to the relational aggregation.
The aggregate is either evaluated at a periodic time interval (slide parame-
ter) or at the “end” of a window. We don’t expect immediate evaluation as
aggregate should compress data streams.

3.3.2 Window Definitions

Window definitions are important for most complex queries that connect
different data stream items. Though landmark windows are possible theo-
retically, we focus on sliding windows. We call window definitions of data
sources source windows (windows in e.g. CQL) and window definitions that
configure stateful operators operator windows (windows in e.g. Borealis).
AQL supports both window definitions.

Window definitions can be either time based, count based or value based.
A time based window definitions describes a sliding window that reaches a
definite area in time from the point in time of evaluation into the past. A
count based window describes a sequence of a definite number of predecessor
items. A value based window definition is similar to the time based one but
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more common. Here, an arbitrary value of an item’s element can be used
for the decision of expiry.

Operator Windows

Some operators need a set of items. Defining windows for each operator
allows easy creation of query graphs. The following example has a count-
based window:

S1: filter(price>839),

aggregate(function.1=avg(price), function.2=max(price),

function.3=sum(price),window="size 10")

:S2

Ten items are used for an aggregate. The price of accounted items must
be greater than 839.

Source Windows

The data sources have window definitions that affect the whole query. As we
allow operators having operator windows, we distinguish between a prop-
agated window definition and a regular operator window. The following
example contains a tricky case of source window that should be propagated
to an aggregate operator:

S1[Rows 10]: filter(price>839),

aggregate(

function.1=("avg(price)", "double", "Durchschnittspreis"),

function.2=("max(price)", "double", "Maxpreis"),

function.3=("sum(price)","double", "Gesamtpreis"),

propagated_window)

:S2

Ten items are used for an aggregate. In contrary to the example of the
operator window, the price of accounted items needn’t be greater than 839.
The size of this window cannot be calculated a priori as it depends on the
selectivity of the filter. As some of the SPSs directly support source win-
dows it just has to be mapped for SPSs like Borealis that support operator
windows.

Mapping

Mapping between source windows and operator windows is simple for time
based window definitions. It is tricky but possible for count based window
definitions. The insertion of additional fields is necessary if the stream has
no enumerating ID element; a map operator could do this. The count based
source window is mapped to value based operator windows that expire all
items having IDs smaller by the count-based window’s size than the current
ID.
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3.4 Dealing with large Queries

Large queries can cause problems as they become confusing. One possible
solution is the splitting of queries by queuing queries, i.e. output streams
are used as input streams.

A further solution is the description of abstract operators. An abstract
operator is an N:M-operator that can be defined by a fragment.

There might be a further advantage that we haven’t explored up to now.
Some abstract operators might have direct equivalences in the SPSs. This
might simplify the mapping process.
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Chapter 4

AQL in Practice

This chapter gives a survey about the application of AQL in concrete sce-
narios.

4.1 Description of Global Queries

Global AQL-queries are incomplete as the metadata is incomplete. In Fig.
4.1, there is an abstract view to the DSAM’s catalog. All relevant infor-
mation for the query has to be available for the query processing. Espe-
cially Streams are important as the description of a stream’s schema and
its address is missing. The other information is necessary for the process of
partitioning, query mapping, and deployment.

The separation of metadata and query brings a more descriptive query
definitions than e.g. SPADE [GAW+08]. We need this separation as meta-
data of data sources and nodes can be arbitrarily detailed.

4.2 Simple Examples

The following examples show the exemplary usage of AQL.

4.2.1 Patient Monitoring

In [DFKMW09], a query should describe the monitoring of mobile patients
in a hospital. The fictive example scenario for the usage of DSAM is a
modern hospital that monitors vital signs of patients with the help of wireless
sensors attached to a patient. Each of these wireless sensors emits a data
stream with the patient’s id and the vital signs. For tracking, all patients
are equipped with a Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) that emits the
patient’s id to a reader. RFID readers are distributed over the hospital and
form the global stream POSITION that contains PAT ID, Antenna ID, and
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Figure 4.2: Abstract operator graph with partitioning

Time. A SPS combines the POSITION stream and the streams emitted from
the wireless sensors of each patient.

Physicians can configure which of a patient’s vital signs they want to
monitor.

For an example query we assume a filter criterion for the heartbeat rate.
The minimum threshold for the heartbeat is 60 beats and the maximum
threshold is 160 beats. Our interests are only on the last position and the
current vital signs of the patient. Therefore we define a count-based window
of size 1 on the POSITION stream and a time-based sliding window of 1
second on the PAT SENSOR 1 stream. The additional partitioning ensures
that the last position and the current vital signs of all patients are going to
be recognized.

PAT_SENSOR_1, POSITION:

$1.Filter(Heartbeat <= 60 and Heartbeat => 160),

Join(Predicate = ’$1.Pat_ID = $2.Pat_ID’,

Window1(size = ’1s’, partition = ’Pat_ID’),

Window2(size = ’1’, partition = ’Pat_ID’)

)

:PAT_STAT
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4.2.2 Habitat Monitoring

In [DKD+09], users like behavior scientists want to describe their needs
using an abstract query language without considering the sensor network’s
topology in order to describe a query in a formal way. We assume that the
biologists want to find out in which area the observed animals have stress
and where they go to for recreation.

Our query determines the area of recreation as the animal’s position at
10 min after the last stress event:

(S1,S2,S3,TIME:$1.filter(SCL>8), $2.filter(TEMP>38), MERGE()),

(S3, TIME:MERGE()) :

WINDOW(1),JOIN($2.TIME-$1.TIME>10min &&

$2.TIME-$1.TIME>12min) :

POR

The location of input and output streams, sensors, schema information,
and topology is part of the catalog. In our example, we have three sensors
that should be merged, if:

• The animal’s TEMP is higher than 38 °C and its SCL is greater than
8 Mho.

• The last position of a stress situation (POS) and the position of recre-
ation (POR) (10 min later) are of interest.

• The observation at POR lasts at least 2 min.

The sample query has three input streams and one output stream. Fur-
ther, the query has two subqueries in the input stream list. The first sub-
query has three abstract operators: one filter operator that selects all inter-
esting SCL values from the first stream, another filter operator that does
the same for TEMP values from the second stream, and a ternary merge
operator that merges all three streams after filtering the first and the sec-
ond. The merge operator waits for all input events and creates one element
including all inputs. The second subquery simply adds the current time to
the sensor value. In our main query, the last items of the two subqueries
are joined if the temporal condition is fulfilled. The last items are realized
by sliding windows. Remember: the main difference between a merge and
a join operator is that merge operators use input values only once in the
resulting events.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This report presents a query language for defining global queries in dis-
tributed data stream scenarios. As this language is abstract from concrete
SPSs, it is called Abstract Query Language (AQL). AQL is feasible to de-
scribe large and complex distributed data stream applications. In analogy
to MDA, it describes the PIM that can be mapped to a set of PSMs. Tool-
ing in MDA still doesn’t provide the transformation from PIM to PSM and
from PSM to code for one hundred percent. We will see how far DSAM, a
project of the i6sdb-group, will fulfill its high aims.

Data stream queries give approximate results. A challenging task is
extending the PIM by data quality requirements that the mapping process
has to consider, and the SPSs have to fulfill.
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